Personal, social and emotional
development
We are…….

Continuing to talk about how we feel and
our different emotions.
Exploring ways of showing friendly
behaviour towards one another.
Remembering the importance of turn taking
and sharing classroom toys and equipment.
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Communication and language
We are….

Listening carefully to stories.
Using language to imagine and recreate
roles and experiences in play situations.
Concentrating and sitting quietly during an
appropriate activity.

We are….

Physical development

Continuing to develop our fine motor skills
during our ‘Busy fingers’ activities.
Learning to negotiate space successfully
when travelling in PE.
Exploring different ways of jumping,
Learning how to jump and land safely.
Handling different tools, including pencils,
with increasing control.

Our theme this half term is

Marvellous Me!

We are…….

Literacy

Continuing to learn how to write our
names using the cursive handwriting
style.
Learning how to read and write the
sounds in u, r, h, b in phonics.
Reading, writing and orally segmenting
and blending CVC words Reading and
writing the tricky words I, go, to, the ,
no, into

We are……

Mathematics

Singing counting songs and rhymes.
Counting, reading and ordering
numbers to 10 and beyond.
Matching quantities to numbers.
Say ‘one more’ than a number.

Expressive arts and design
We are..

Listening to Spanish music and creating
movements in response to it.
Clicking castanets
Creating a Spanish shop front!

Understanding the world
We are……
Finding out about some of the food,
homes and festivals of Spain.
Using the iPads to support us in
different areas of learning.

Whole school
International Day
On Thursday we will be exploring different
activities from around the world.

In connection with International Day,
this week our class will be exploring the
country of Spain, if you can help with
this in any way please let us know!

